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Abstract

This brief review resolves a number of persistent conflicts regarding the location and 

characteristics of the mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR), which has in the past been 

described as not locomotion-specific and is more likely the pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN). The 

parameters of stimulation used to elicit changes in posture and locomotion we now know are 

ideally suited to match the intrinsic membrane properties of PPN neurons. The physiology of these 

cells is important not only because it is a major element of the reticular activating system (RAS), 

but also because it is a novel target for the treatment of gait and postural deficits in Parkinson’s 

disease (PD). The discussion explains many of the effects reported following deep brain 

stimulation (DBS) of the PPN by different groups, and provides guidelines for the determination 

of long-term assessment and effects of PPN DBS. A greater understanding of the physiology of 

the target nuclei within the brainstem and basal ganglia, amassed over the past decades, has 

enabled increasingly better patient outcomes from DBS for movement disorders. Despite these 

improvements, there remains a great opportunity for further understanding of the mechanisms 

through which DBS has its effects and for further development of appropriate technology to effect 

these treatments. We review the scientific basis for one of the newest targets, the PPN, in the 

treatment of PD and other movement disorders, and address the needs for further investigation.
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Nomenclature of the PPN has always been inconsistent. When we began work in the region in 1979, some atlases used the contraction 
“PPT”, others “PPTg”, and others “PPN”, for nucleus tegmenti pedunculopontinus. We chose the “PPN” contraction for this 
terminology because the term “tegmental” is superfluous. The main descriptor, “pedunculo-pontine”, pinpoints the location to the 
body (tegmentum) of the pons near the peduncle, making the term “tegmental’ unnecessary. In addition, some workers use the 
contraction “T” for tegmental, while others use “Tg”, adding to the variability in this term. Since there is no other “pedunculopontine” 
nucleus in the brain, again, we consider the term “tegmental” unnecessary. For example, the “laterodorsal tegmental nucleus” does 
require the “tegmental” since there is a laterodorsal “thalamic” nucleus. Most investigators contract the laterodorsal tegmental nucleus 
to “LDT”, but never “LDTg”. The inconsistencies remain.
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Pedunculopontine cell physiology

The pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) has become a target for deep brain stimulation (DBS) 

for the treatment of movement and postural disorders in human subjects. Such use was 

predicted almost 30 years ago based on animal studies using stimulation in the region of the 

PPN, which at the time was thought to be in the mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR) 

(Garcia-Rill 1986; 1991; 1997). The MLR was originally described as a region that, when 

stimulated with increasing current amplitudes using long duration (0.5–1.0 msec) pulses at 

40–60 Hz in the precollicular-postmamillary transected, weight-suspended cat, would induce 

controlled locomotion on a treadmill (Shik et al. 1966). The effective site was localized to 

the lateral cuneiform nucleus, dorsal to the lateral aspect of the superior cerebellar peduncle. 

The same year, the PPN was reported to be a target of descending basal ganglia projections 

(Nauta and Mehler 1966). Years later, we had been studying the electrophysiology of striatal 

neurons (Garcia-Rill et al. 1979), before becoming interested in the PPN (Garcia-Rill et al. 

1981; 1983). We began a series of studies to determine if the PPN and the MLR were indeed 

the same or different structures. There had been very little investigation into the cellular 

substrate for the MLR since its discovery. We were the first to use neuroactive agents 

injected into the region of the PPN to induce locomotion (Garcia-Rill et al. 1985). We also 

recorded from locomotion-related PPN neurons, and some cells were active in relation to 

left-right alternation, while others were related to the duration of the stepping episode 

(Garcia-Rill and Skinner 1988). However, we were always puzzled why, in order to induce 

locomotion, a) lateral, but not medial, cuneiform nucleus stimulation was required, b) 

ramping up of the current was required, c) stimulation at 40–60 Hz, but not higher or lower, 

was required, and d) long duration pulses were required. These specific and puzzling 

requirements have been fairly well resolved and need to be considered when carrying out 

PPN DBS.

Our early studies used the term MLR because we were recording or injecting agents into a 

region that we had first physiologically identified to induce locomotion. However, we soon 

became convinced that the optimal sites for inducing locomotion were within the PPN 

(Garcia-Rill et al. 1987). We began to question the interpretation that the MLR was a 

“locomotion-specific” area, providing considerable evidence showing that the region being 

stimulated instead was a “rhythmogenic” region that was part of the reticular activating 

system (RAS) over the next 15 years (Garcia-Rill 1991; 1997; Garcia-Rill and Skinner 1988; 

1991; Garcia-Rill et al. 1996; Skinner and Garcia-Rill 1990; 1994; Reese et al. 1995). 

Unfortunately, this distinction is still blurred by those not familiar with complex literature 

published many years ago. Modern researchers still pay homage to the MLR, which, as will 

become clear, can now be retired.

Localization

The PPN was identified as a cholinergic cell group many years ago (see e.g. Mesulam et al. 

1983), but recent studies have established that this nucleus is composed of mostly non-

overlapping populations of cholinergic, glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons (Wang and 

Morales 2009). The best way to visualize this cell group is in sagittal sections, which reveal 

its wedge shape extending from the dorsolateral to the ventrolateral mesopontine region. The 
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posterior pars compacta is located immediately dorsal to the lateral aspect of the superior 

cerebellar peduncle, precisely in one of the optimal sites for inducing locomotion at low 

threshold (Garcia-Rill et al. 1987). As the nucleus extends anteroventrally, it mixes with the 

cerebellar peduncle and ends at the posterior edge of the substantia nigra. We reconstructed 

this nucleus in three dimensions in both rodents and humans (Garcia-Rill et al. 1987, 1996; 

Karson et al. 1991). The optimal sites for inducing locomotion were never located in the 

medial part of the cuneiform nucleus, but rather in the lateral part, in which the PPN pars 

compacta is embedded (Garcia-Rill et al. 1987; 1996). Later, others localized their 

stimulation sites to the cuneiform nucleus dorsal to the brachium conjunctivum (superior 

cerebellar peduncle), but did not label for PPN cells in the stimulated animals (Takakusaki et 

al. 2003). This led to the erroneous localization of the MLR dorsal to the superior cerebellar 

peduncle, and the PPN within, but not dorsal to the brachium conjunctivum. However, 

cholinergic PPN neurons are evident well dorsal to the brachium conjunctivum, in the region 

most authors report positive effects on locomotion (Garcia-Rill et al. 1987; Garcia-Rill and 

Skinner 1988; Wang and Morales 2009). Stimulation at more ventral sites typically did not 

induce stepping, but rather changes in muscle tone (e.g. Takakusaki et al. 2003), an effect 

that may have been due to suddenly switching on the stimulus (see below). We should also 

note that stimulation of more medial regions such as the laterodorsal tegmental nucleus, the 

medial partner of the PPN, or anteriorly in the region of the substantia nigra, does not induce 

locomotion (Garcia-Rill 1991; Garcia-Rill and Skinner 1991; Skinner and Garcia-Rill 1990; 

1994; Reese et al. 1995). This explains why stimulation of only lateral, but not medial, 

cuneiform, in which the PPN is embedded, produces reliable stepping on a treadmill.

As far as the human PPN is concerned, a very useful schematic of the PPN and surrounding 

structures in relation to different anatomic levels was provided recently (Alam et al. 2011). 

Figure 1 shows two three-dimensional reconstructions of the human PPN in relation to 

adjacent structures. At the top is a lateral view of sagittal sections of the human posterior 

midbrain and pons. The fourth ventricle is at the top, basis pontis is at the bottom, and the 

inferior and superior colliculi appear at the top right. Each neuron in the PPN and other 

nuclei is denoted by a 100 µM sphere, with PPN cells in red, while substantia nigra neurons 

are shown in green. The use of the spheres provides an indication of the minimum spread of 

the dendritic tree of individual cells, which is typically in the order of 200 µM. This provides 

a more accurate picture of the relationships between cell groups in the posterior midbrain 

(Garcia-Rill and Skinner 1991). Note that the anterior end of the PPN is embedded in the 

posterior end of the substantia nigra. As the PPN spans posteriorly, its most medial edge 

overlaps with the lateral border of the locus coeruleus, with scattered cholinergic cells 

located within the boundaries of the locus coeruleus. At the lateral edge of the locus 

coeruleus, these cells overlap with cholinergic neurons of the laterodorsal tegmental nucleus. 

This medial cholinergic partner of the PPN does not modulate sleep-wake cycles and its 

functions remain unclear. In more medial sections deeper in the view, the cells from the 

locus coeruleus are shown in purple, and more medially still, the cells of the laterodorsal 

tegmental nucleus are shown in yellow. Given the intermingling of cells, it is clear that the 

most effective location for specifically stimulating the PPN is in the posterior end, within the 

pars compacta (denoted by a circle). The bottom reconstruction in Figure 1 is from a 

different brain viewed from the medial side. Sagittal sections along the midline show the 
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fourth ventricle dorsally, the basis pontis ventrally, and the inferior and superior colluculi to 

the left and dorsally. Note the central canal dividing the colliculi from the tegmentum in the 

most medial section. Neurons of the laterodorsal tegmental nucleus are shown as yellow 

spheres, and those of the locus coeruleus are again in purple, while PPN cells in red are 

evident more laterally and deepest in the image. Substantia nigra neurons are in green, 

showing that the medial subtsantia nigra is well separated from the more dorsal laterodorsal 

tegmental nucleus and locus coeruleus. Note that the pars compacta of the PPN in humans is 

also dorsal/posterior to the superior cerebellar peduncle and immediately ventral/anterior to 

the inferior colliculus (denoted as a circle). The PPN does not range very far caudally 

beyond the level of the inferior colliculus. Stimulation of sites caudally to the PPN would 

engage the peribrachial region that has a number of cell groups related to pain and 

micturition (the so-called “pontine micturition center” is located caudally to PPN in the 

peribrachial region) (Garcia-Rill et al. 1988, 1991; Reese et al. 1995).

Stimulation at 40–60 Hz

Figure 2A shows the effects of delivering gradually increasing current steps in single patch 

clamped PPN neurons (Simon et al. 2010). We found that virtually all PPN cells increased 

firing frequency and then plateaued at 40–60 Hz (Fig. 2B), regardless of neurotransmitter or 

electrophysiological type (Fig. 2C). That is, these neurons could not be induced to fire any 

faster than 40–60 Hz, regardless of the level of current delivered intracellularly. This 

property was further investigated to determine the mechanism responsible for such a unique 

characteristic by recording patch clamped neurons in the presence of synaptic blockers (to 

prevent afferent signals) and tetrodotoxin (to prevent action potential generation). In our 

investigation of the intrinsic properties of these cells, we applied current steps to attempt to 

drive high threshold channels, but the steps were unable to depolarize the membrane 

sufficiently to maintain depolarization (Fig. 3A), probably due to the activation of potassium 

channels by the sudden depolarization (Kezunovic et al. 2011). However, when we applied 

ramps to slowly depolarize the membrane to activate high threshold channels, we were able 

to elicit membrane oscillations in the beta and gamma band range (Fig. 3B). We found that 

all PPN neurons, regardless of transmitter or electrophysiological type, manifested voltage-

dependent, high threshold P/Q- and N-type calcium channels that mediated the plateau in 

maximal membrane oscillatory activity at 40–60 Hz (Kezunovic et al. 2011). That is, the 

presence of these calcium channels determines the maximal oscillatory frequency displayed 

by ALL of these cells. We used specific calcium channel blockers (especially ω-agatoxin for 

P/Q-type calcium channels) to identify these as the main channels responsible for beta/

gamma band oscillations. We should note that cells outside of the PPN do not show similar 

properties, making the cellular boundaries of the nucleus specific to this kind of activity. 

The presence of a frequency plateau in PPN cells explains the requirement to stimulate this 

region at 40–60 Hz to optimally induce locomotion.

Ramping up current

Early studies revealed that suddenly switching on the current at previously determined 

threshold levels elicited only decrements in muscle tone instead of stepping (Garcia-Rill et 

al. 1986; 1995; Takakusaki et al. 2003). Pulses delivered to the PPN had to be increased 

gradually until locomotion was induced, and only then was continuous stepping evident 
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(Garcia-Rill et al. 1986; 1991; Reese et al. 1995). We referred to this characteristic as 

“recruiting” locomotion. Single cells in the PPN also need to be “recruited” to fire at gamma 

band frequencies. Figure 3 shows the effects of using sudden current steps (Fig. 3A) vs 

current ramps (Fig. 3B) to induce membrane oscillations. The requirement to use ramps to 

elicit oscillations helps explain why current has to be gradually increased to depolarize PPN 

neurons slowly, i.e. to avoid activating potassium channels, and thus induce stepping. 

Moreover, current ramps can depolarize membrane potential with a similar time course, as 

previously observed during temporal summation of EPSPs during gamma band stimulation 

(Pedroarena and Llinas 2001). Sudden application of high amplitude currents would activate 

potassium channels and fail to sufficiently depolarize neurons. This would instead lead to 

inactivation of PPN neurons, explaining the decrement in muscle tone evident with sudden 

onset stimulation. This explains the need for ramping up current, instead of suddenly 

switching it on, in order to “recruit” stepping. Once stepping was initiated, current levels 

were decreased slightly in order to maintain stepping, as if a lower frequency was required 

for maintaining than initiating locomotion (Garcia-Rill 1991; Garcia-Rill & Skinner 1991; 

Garcia-Rill et al. 2004).

Long duration pulses

We hypothesize that the need to use long duration pulses is related to the high threshold 

calcium channels present in PPN neurons. We used calcium imaging to visualize ramp-

activated calcium channels in PPN cells (Hyde et al. 2013). Figure 4 shows that voltage-

dependent high threshold P/Q-type calcium channels are located in the dendrites of PPN 

neurons. This explains the need to apply high levels of depolarization of the cell body in 

order to ultimately depolarize the dendrites sufficiently to activate the high threshold 

calcium channels and promote gamma band oscillations. Long duration pulses, along with 

ramping up current levels, would be effective methods for activating dendritic calcium 

channels that would in turn allow PPN neurons to fire maximally at gamma band 

frequencies.

Is gamma band activity in the RAS different from that in the cortex?

A common question is, does gamma band activity in the PPN differ from that in the cortex? 

In other words, does RAS gamma band activity drive cortical gamma band EEG? There is 

undeniable evidence that mesopontine gamma band activity is essential to maintaining 

wakefulness, that the RAS drives cortical EEG rhythms, and that cells in the RAS fire in 

relation to gamma band activity. That is, cortical gamma band activity is normally 

interleaved with subcortical gamma band activity. The earliest studies on the RAS showed 

that acute transections of the midbrain anterior to the PPN led to the manifestation of only 

high amplitude, low frequency EEG activity in the cortex, but acute transections posterior to 

the PPN led to low voltage fast activity in the cortex (Lindsley et al. 1949). That is, even 

after such disruptive lesions, the fact that the PPN was connected to the forebrain allowed 

the manifestation of “waking-type” EEG in the cortex, while the hypothalamus and basal 

forebrain were unable to maintain such activity in the absence of the RAS. Later studies 

showed that chronic transections anterior to the RAS did allow low voltage, fast activity to 

occur in the cortex after several days to weeks in the “isolated forebrain” (Villablanca 1962). 
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These studies showed that the distributed control of fast activity by thalamic and 

subthalamic structures could recover in the absence of input from the RAS. But, in the acute 

transection model, the presence of intact ascending projections from the RAS was sufficient 

to induce cortical fast activity when by itself the cortex was incapable of producing such 

activity. Further chronic injury studies determined that the isolated forebrain could generate 

wake-sleep-like EEG patterns and exhibit arousal to olfactory stimuli, suggesting “waking 

can occur independently in both forebrain and brainstem” (Villablanca 2004).

However, in an intact brain, gamma band activity in the RAS is intrinsically linked to 

cortical EEG gamma band activity. Steriade’s group has shown that PPN thalamic projecting 

neurons in vivo manifested firing properties relative to ponto-geniculo-occipital (PGO) wave 

generation and EEG (Steriade et al. 1990). Some of these neurons showed low rates of 

spontaneous firing (<10 Hz), but most had high rates of tonic firing in the beta/gamma range 

(20–80 Hz). Stimulation of the PPN potentiated the appearance of fast (20–40 Hz) 

oscillations in the cortical EEG, outlasting stimulation by 10 to 20 seconds (Steriade et al. 

1991). More recent studies have shown that cholinergic PPN neurons modulate cortical 

gamma band activity in vivo (Mena-Segovia et al. 2008). Even in lightly anesthetized 

animals, PPN cells fired rhythmically during cortical slow oscillations but enhanced nested 

gamma oscillations (30–60 Hz). Recordings of PPN neurons in humans during DBS showed 

that these cells fire in the beta-gamma band range, while neurons dorsal to the PPN fired at 

slower rates in the awake patient (Shimamoto et al. 2010). Local field potentials of 

spontaneous activity increase to the beta range as recording electrodes enter the PPN in the 

human (Shimamoto et al. 2010; Weinberger et al. 2008). While activity in the absence of 

stimulation or movement is most abundant in the alpha range in the human PPN, higher 

frequency activity in the beta range is evident in relation to passive and self-paced 

movements (Shimamoto et al. 2010; Tsang et al. 2010; Weinberger et al. 2008).

Why is the PPN involved in posture and locomotion?

The PPN has long been known to be part of the RAS in charge of sleep-wake control 

(Steriade and McCarley 1990). The fact that the PPN is involved in sleep-wake control and 

arousal led us to conclude that the “MLR” was not a locomotion-specific region, but rather a 

phenomenon elicited when activating a region with very specific “rhythmogenic” 

characteristics. The RAS is a phylogenetically conserved system that modulates fight-or-

flight responses. During waking, man’s ability to detect predator or prey is essential to 

survival. Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that the RAS can modulate muscle 

tone and locomotion. This system is thus intrinsically linked to control of the motor system 

in order to optimize attack or escape. During rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, while we 

are in a vulnerable state, atonia keeps us from acting out our dreams. In fact, only our 

diaphragm and eye muscles appear to be acting out dream content. Therefore, during waking 

and REM sleep, two states modulated by the PPN, the RAS can modulate muscle tone and 

locomotion via the same reticulospinal systems. For example, in a standing individual, there 

is tonic activation of anti-gravity, mainly extensor, muscles (the same ones inhibited in the 

atonia of REM sleep). Before the first step can be taken, there must be flexion of the leg, 

therefore, there must be a release, or extensor inhibition, from this postural extensor bias. It 

should be noted that the first sign of stepping from a standing position will always be 
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extensor inhibition to unlock the knees, followed by flexion. Interestingly, the startle 

response, which is manifested as a rapid response to a supra-maximal auditory stimulus, is 

basically a flexor response, placing the body in a "ready" position. This response shifts the 

standing individual from extensor to flexor bias, as if going from a standing position 

(extended) to a "ready" position (flexed). The startle response is composed of a short latency 

activation of muscle activity (the "ready" condition) that occurs too fast for RAS 

modulation, followed by a brief inhibition (the "reset" state), then a long latency activation 

(the "go" condition). The brief, intermediate latency inhibition is thought to be part of the 

modulation of the startle response by the PPN, and may represent a "resetting" of motor 

programs which allow the subsequent selection of response strategies, the triggering of 

attack or escape movements (Garcia-Rill et al. 1996). The complexity of these 

electromyographic responses unfortunately is missing when the startle response is measured 

by whole-body or segmental/reflex movement.

There appear to be multiple descending pathways via which the PPN modulates postural and 

locomotor control. In the oral pontine reticular formation there is a REM sleep-inducing 

region, the SubCoeruleus dorsalis (SubCD) nucleus, which can be activated by cholinergic 

agonists (arising from cholinergic projections from the PPN) to induce paradoxical sleep 

with atonia (Baghdoyan et al. 1984). Lesions of this region produce an animal exhibiting 

REM sleep without atonia (Sanford et al. 1994). Presumably, outputs from the PPN and/or 

SubCD activate reticulospinal systems that lead to profound hyperpolarization of 

motoneurons, which is the mechanism responsible for the atonia of REM sleep (Chase and 

Morales 1994). This pathway may also be involved in the startle reflex inhibition of 

extensors (Davis 1984). On the other hand, cholinergic projections from the PPN to the 

medioventral medulla appear to elicit increases in locomotion. Presumably, outputs from 

this region activate reticulospinal systems that lead to the triggering of spinal pattern 

generators to induce stepping (Garcia-Rill et al. 1991; 2004; Reese et al. 1995). Electrical 

stimulation of the pontine and medullary reticular formation is known to induce decreased 

muscle tone at some sites, while producing stepping movements at other sites. This suggests 

the presence of a heterogeneous, distributed system of reticulospinal motor control. The 

required parameters of stimulation for eliciting these differing effects are important such that 

instantaneous, high frequency trains (similar to high frequency bursting activity in the range 

of PGO burst neurons that may drive the atonia of REM sleep) trigger pathways which lead 

to decreased muscle tone, while lower frequency tonic stimulation lead gradually to the 

“recruitment” of locomotor movements (Reese et al. 1995). Therefore, given the extensive 

evidence, it is to be expected that the PPN should modulate both posture and locomotion.

Implications for DBS

The considerable attention paid to this system over the years ultimately led to the use of 

DBS to treat the postural and locomotor deficits induced by Parkinson’s disease (PD). Early 

studies focused on patients with PD who presented severe axial symptoms and gait disorders 

not responsive to L-Dopa treatment (Mazzone et al. 2005). Some attempts used 

ventriculography and intracranial recordings to verify the stimulation sites, while later 

studies modified the electrode trajectories and visualization methods for assessing location 

(Mazzone et al. 2008; 2009; Zrinzo et al. 2008). In terms of the effects of PPN DBS on PD 
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symptoms, the results are diverse. Ferraye et al (2010) found that bilateral PPN stimulation 

at 15 Hz and 25 Hz improved freezing of gait and decreased falls. Most patients (4 out of 5) 

showed moderate or significant improvements in gait. Moro et al (2010) used unilateral 

stimulation at 50 Hz and 70 Hz, and showed improvements in falls and motor scores. Stefani 

et al (2007, 2013) used PPN stimulation at 10 Hz and 25 Hz, with some improvements in 

motor scores but a significant improvement in sleep patterns and modest improvement in 

gait. Alessandro et al (2010) using 25 Hz stimulation showed no motor improvements but 

significant amelioration in sleep scores and executive function. Thevanasathan et al (2010, 

2012) showed that stimulation at 20–35 Hz improved reaction time and fall scores, and that 

gait freezing was significantly improved, particularly with bilateral stimulation. The latter 

study is one of the few that used double-blind analysis and established that bilateral 

stimulation was more effective than unilateral.

In general, these results taken together suggest that stimulation, especially bilaterally, at 

mid-range frequencies (25–50 Hz) improved gait scores and prevented falls. It is likely that 

the differences across the results of different groups are due to the selection of patients, of 

surgical approach, of method of verification of stimulation site, of parameters of stimulation, 

and of measures of end result. In addition, a number of specific issues remain to be clarified 

before this therapy can be used consistently across groups, namely, a) current practice in 

DBS is to stimulate using 50–100 µsec pulses, which may preferentially be activating 

intrinsic axons and fibers of passage rather than neurons; b) current practice in DBS is to use 

frequencies >60 Hz, which, when applied to PPN, may tend to inactivate these neurons by 

depolarization block [In reports of DBS of the PPN, only some studies have used stimulation 

at 40–60 Hz, to good effect (Mazzone et al. 2008; 2009; Moro et al. 2010)]; and c) the 

practice of applying continuous DBS throughout the day may not result in creating a 

continuous facilitation, and it is difficult to extrapolate from animal studies using periodic 

stimulation to the potential effects of continuous DBS in the human. One potentially 

fortuitous effect of continuous DBS is that the RAS is a system that responds well to novelty 

but quickly habituates to repetitive or continuous input. This may be the reason why PPN 

DBS does not produce obviously untoward arousal effects, and may in the end help to 

stabilize RAS output when subjected to persistent, appropriate (optimal frequency range for 

activation) stimulation. This may be why improvements in sleep architecture are also seen. 

Overall, better localization of stimulating leads in the human requires consultation with 

studies of three-dimensional reconstruction of the PPN (Garcia-Rill et al. 1995). This would 

help establish the optimal stimulation sites for the region. While some groups have been able 

to confirm stimulation sites postmortem as being within the PPN (Hazrati et al. 2012), it is 

not at all clear that all groups are stimulating within the PPN, and some are likely to be 

stimulating at the edges or outside the nucleus. Problems with dysaesthesias due to 

activation of nearby pathways such as the medial lemniscus (Moro et al. 2010) can be 

avoided by using somatosensory evoked potential monitoring to avoid this pathway (Insola 

et al. 2014). In addition, the use of DBS electrodes of >1 mm in diameter may produce 

undesired effects (Mazzone et al. 2011; Aviles-Olmos et al. 2011). As the field matures to 

allow more exact localization and determination of effects of stimulation, PPN DBS may 

prove to be a more widely used, viable and effective strategy for the treatment of at least 
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some of the postural and locomotor deficits in PD and other movement disorders. For now, 

this treatment option is far from becoming clinical routine.

Suggestions for the future

A critical consideration that must be addressed is the dimension of stimulating electrodes 

used for DBS. The diameter of the electrodes used in animal experiments is in the order of a 

few microns to 100 µm wires, an order of magnitude smaller than electrodes currently 

available for DBS in the human (>1 mm). The PPN is far too small to be stimulated 

effectively, and without lesioning, using such electrodes. Manufacturers need to create 

thinner electrodes for DBS in such regions. The preceding discussion on the duration and 

frequency of stimulation suggests that, if the purpose is to activate the PPN, then long 

duration (~200 msec) and low frequency (40–60 Hz) pulses should be used. On the other 

hand, if the purpose is to inactivate the PPN, then short duration (<1 msec) and high 

frequency (>80 Hz) pulses would be more effective. An additional concern when 

considering stimulation using long duration (>200 msec) pulses is the potential damage that 

could be induced by such stimuli by localized heating. Overall, the parameters of stimulation 

currently used by most groups suggest that DBS of the PPN is decreasing PPN activity. An 

ideal electrode would be of fine diameter and would also incorporate electrical and/or 

chemical monitoring technology that would allow the option of adjustments to DBS 

stimulation parameters based on measured PPN or nearby activity. Given that findings in PD 

patients suggest that the PPN is overactive in PD (Teo et al. 1997, 1998), such stimulation 

may result in dampening PPN activity, thus having a palliative effect.

Another issue that must be considered is that DBS is being applied to the RAS. As such, the 

effects on sleep-wake cycles need to be determined. For example, is PPN DBS disturbing or 

correcting the sleep dysregulation in PD? PD patients manifest decreased slow wave sleep, 

increased REM sleep, and increased vigilance, including exaggerated reflexes (reviewed in 

Garcia-Rill et al. 1997). It should be standard practice to determine the effects of PPN DBS 

on sleep-wake cycles by performing sleep studies before and after implantation. One study 

performed sleep measures and found that PPN DBS improved not only nighttime sleep, but 

also daytime sleepiness (Peppe et al. 2012). If the sleep-wake parameters are being 

normalized, then the procedure can be determined to have had a positive outcome as far as 

sleep-wake control is concerned. In PD patients followed longitudinally, delta and theta 

power increased while higher frequencies, including gamma, decreased, and these changes 

correlated with cognitive decline (Olde-Dubbelink et al. 2012). A potentially fruitful 

endeavor is to determine the effects of PPN DBS on gamma band power in PD. Determining 

the effects of PPN DBS on gamma band power and on gamma band maintenance would be 

very important for assessing the beneficial effects of PPN stimulation on higher functions. A 

number of neurological and psychiatric disorders are also characterized by interrupted or 

decreased gamma band activity (Garcia-Rill et al. 2014). Aberrant gamma band activity and 

coherence during cognitive tasks or attentional load have been reported in schizophrenic and 

bipolar disorder patients (Flynn et al. 2008; Ozerdem et al. 2011; Spencer et al. 2003; 

Symond et al. 2005; Ulhaas and Singer 2010). It may be possible to use DBS, in cases 

resistant to pharmacotherapy, to attempt to normalize gamma band activity in these 
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disorders. Such an approach in these disorders would be more prudent if it can be shown that 

gamma band power is normalized in PD after PPN DBS.

It should be remembered that the PPN contributes to the manifestation of high frequency 

activity (beta and gamma band) in the cortical EEG (Steriade et al. 1991). Studies need to be 

performed to determine the effects of short- and long-term PPN DBS on cortical high 

frequency EEG activity. There is some information that PPN DBS may improve cognitive 

function (Tyckoki et al. 2011), and that low frequency stimulation (5–30 Hz) may improve 

executive and higher functions (Stefani et al. 2013), but this issue needs further elucidation. 

After all, lesions of the PPN disturb attention, executive function and working memory 

(Winn 2008). Therefore, it should be expected that PPN DBS will affect higher functions. In 

addition, the PPN has been proposed to participate in the process of preconscious awareness 

(Garcia-Rill et al. 2013; Urbano et al. 2012). The effects of PPN DBS need to be studied for 

potential modulation of this essential survival mechanism. Studies, perhaps using priming or 

distractors, to assess distractibility are called for in order to properly assess the full effects of 

this therapy.

Another consideration is whether or not PPN DBS is having a benign effect because it is 

providing compensation for an abnormal signal that the PPN was emitting, i.e. overactive 

output in PD, or replacing information being provided by the PPN that was previously read 

as misinformation by its targets. That is, does the DBS, either by lesion of the PPN due to 

the large electrode or by providing high frequency activation to the remaining cells in the 

region, somehow rebalance the system that was disturbed by the degeneration of substantia 

nigra neurons in PD? In such a case, it is possible that continuous DBS provides a persistent 

signal, regulating and stabilizing the circuits at physiological (gamma band) frequencies.

At present, the ameliorative effects that PPN DBS, when performed with the highest 

standards, has on locomotor and postural function far reasonably outweigh the potential side 

effects when the surgical approach minimizes the potential for bleeding and stimulation 

within the PPN is achieved. Nevertheless, this area requires much additional research in 

order to optimize treatment, and results from studies with long follow-ups certainly are 

needed.
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Figure 1. The human PPN in relation to adjacent structures. Top image
Sagittal sections from a human brain in which cholinergic cells from the PPN and 

laterodorsal tegmental nuclei were immunocytochemically labeled with choline 

acetyltransferase antibody, and locus coeruleus and substantia nigra neurons were labeled 

with tyrosine hydroxylase antibody. Each neuron in each section was rendered as a 100 µM 

sphere. This view is from the lateral aspect of the pons and midbrain showing at top the 

fourth ventricle (IV), at bottom the basis pontis, and at the top right, the inferior and superior 

colliculi (IC, SC). The PPN appears as a cluster of red neurons with the densest collection at 
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the posterior edge, the pars compacta (denoted as a circle). Anterior to the PPN is the 

subtantia nigra with green cells. More medially and deep in the view are the puprple cells 

denoting the locus coeruleus and the yellow cells denoting the laterodorsal tegmental 

nucleus. Bottom image. Sagittal sections from another human brain labeled similarly to the 

top image. The first section along the midline shows the fourth ventricle dorsally (IV), the 

basis pontis ventrally, and the inferior and superior colluculi to the left and dorsally (IC, 

SC). Note the central canal dividing the colliculi from the tegmentum in this section. 

Neurons of the laterodorsal tegmental nucleus are shown as yellow spheres, and those of the 

locus coeruleus are again in purple, while PPN cells in red are evident more laterally and 

deepest in the image with the pars compacta denoted as a circle. Substantia nigra neurons 

are in green, showing the medial substantia nigra to be well separated from the more dorsal 

laterodorsal tegmental nucleus and locus coeruleus.
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Figure 2. Gamma band activity in whole-cell recorded PPN cells
A. Increasing steps of current (increase of 30 pA per step, each step was 500 ms in duration 

delivered every 2.5 sec) caused cells to fire action potentials at increasingly higher 

frequencies. This cell fired maximally at 54 Hz, i.e within gamma band range. B. Graph 

showing the firing frequency of ten cells at each current step (small bullets) and of the 

average of the 50 recorded cells (large red bullets, R2 = 0.994). The average maximal firing 

frequency was at the 180 pA current step, where cells fired at the average rate of 50 ± 16 Hz 

for all cells. C. Graph showing the firing frequency of each cell at the 180 pA current step, 

divided according to cell type (black dots). The average firing frequency of each cell type is 

also shown (red bullets). Type 1 neurons fired significantly faster than type II or III cells, 

but type II and III neurons did not fire action potentials significantly faster than one another. 

The average maximal firing frequency for type I, II, and III neurons were: 58 ± 15 Hz, 45 ± 

15 Hz, and 46 ± 16 Hz, respectively.
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Figure 3. Effects of steps vs ramps in eliciting gamma band oscillations in PPN neurons
A. Current clamp recording of a PPN neuron to which were applied current steps of 

increasing amplitude (dark blue trace represents the response to lower amplitude square 

current while light blue represents the response to higher amplitude square current pulses). 

Note that the membrane potential failed to be maintained and repolarized below the window 

for high threshold, voltage-dependent calcium channels. B. Recordings in the same neuron 

but using ramps of increasing amplitude (brown trace represents the response to lower 

amplitude current ramp while red represents the response to higher amplitude current ramp). 

Note that the membrane potential could be gradually increased to induce membrane 

oscillations that could be maintained within the window for activation of high threshold 

calcium channels (around −20 mV in the soma, but much lower in the dendrites). Further 

studies showed that these were P/Q-type voltage-dependent calcium channels (Kezunovic et 

al. 2011).
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Figure 4. Localization of calcium channels in the dendrites of PPN neurons
These studies used a ratiometric calcium imaging method designed to detect calcium flux at 

high speeds (Hyde et al. 2013). A. Records of ramp-elicited calcium oscillations recorded 

simultaneously with both electrical recording (black record) and high speed fluorescence 

imaging (red in the soma, blue in one dendrite). The oscillations in the somatic fluorescence 

recording (red record) closely matched those in the electrical record. The blue dendritic 

record also followed the electrical record, but with more variation. Note that the electrical 

and fluorescence changes were eliminated by the addition of Cd2+ or a P/Q-type calcium 

channel blocker (Hyde et al. 2013). B. Cross-correlation of the electrical record (black 

record) and the somatic fluorescence record (red record). The inset shows a view of calcium 

flux in the patched neuron. Calibration bar 25 µm.
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